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Cover  Title, Author, Keywords Annotation 

 

Title: The Wobblysaurus 
Author: Rachel Bright 
Keywords: Rhyme, dinosaurs, 
emotions, situation books 

Every time Wobblysaurus sets off her 
new wheels, she falls! She is just about 
ready to give up, but then a word from a 
wise Grannysaurus reminds her it's 
always worth trying again. 

  

Title: One Hungry Dragon 
Author: Alastair Chisolm 
Keywords: Humour, counting, 
dragons 

STOMP! STOMP! STOMP! Here comes 
Bernardo and he's one HUNGRY 
dragon! This dragon is on the hunt for 
his lunch - is there anything that he 
won't try to gobble up? 

 

Title: The Great Storm Whale 
Author: Benji Davies 
Keywords: Seaside, whales, 
grandparents  

As a fearsome storm blows around 
Noi's house, his grandma tells of an 
unforgettable friendship between a little 
girl and a whale, many storms ago.  

 

Title: The Littlest Yak 
Author: Lu Fraser 
Keywords: Rhyme, animals, 
sizes 

Gertie is great at being the littlest yak. 
Only, Gertie doesn't want to be the 
littlest. She's in a rush to grow up and 
be just like the big yaks. 

 

Title: You can do Anything, 
Tyrone! 
Author: Lenny Henry  
Keywords: Rhyme, imagination  

Grandad Cleveland is on hand to show 
him that with self-belief, a bit of 
determination and a lot of imagination, 
there's nothing Tyrone can't do. 

 

Title: Ready, Steady Squirrel 
Author: Nicola Kinnear 
Keywords: Animals, friendship, 
squirrels 

Evie is a very determined little squirrel. 
It's time to gather food for the winter, 
and she's going to do it all by herself. 
She's ready. She's steady. She's going 
squirrelling! 

 

Title: Can You See the Stars 
Tonight? 
Author: Anna Terreros-Martin 
Keywords: Imagination, birds, 
stars 

Nora and her Puffin are determined to 
discover why the moon and stars don't 
shine so brightly anymore. 

 

Title: Never, Ever, Ever Ask a 
Pirate to a Party 
Author: Clare Helen Walsh 
Keywords: Humour, pirates, 
parties 

If you want the perfect party, never, 
ever, ever invite this crowd of chaotic 
guests!  

 

 

Title: Agent Llama Alpaca Attack! 
Author: Angela Woolfe 
Keywords: Adventure, mystery 

Guess who's back? It's Palmer. Charlie 
Palmer. Awesome spy and fluffy llama. 
Her latest mission? To stop Harley 
Hacker - rogue alpaca - from destroying 
the world...with spaghetti! 

 

Title: The Bedtime Book 
Author: Emma Yarlett 
Keywords: Humour, bedtime, 
monster 

It's bedtime, but where's Nibbles? 
Instead of counting sheep, Nibbles is 
munching through bedtime stories 
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